Exciting writing: Super Challenge 3
Building brilliant descriptions

If you want to make your writing really interesting and exciting, try creating your own words to describe people, places, or things. First think of what the thing you are describing looks, smells, tastes, or sounds like, then add one of the following endings: -like, -looking, -smelling, -tasting, -sounding.

1. a ___________-looking shark, with ___________-like teeth.

2. a ___________-like tray of ___________-smelling sandwiches and snacks.

3. a bunch of __________-smelling flowers with __________-like petals.

4. a __________-like ogre with green, __________-looking skin.

5. the __________-sounding cars raced round the track with __________-like speed.

Now create your own words using -like, -looking, -smelling, -tasting, and -sounding to write brilliant descriptions of these pictures.